
 

  

ConAgra Seen to Have Upside Through Year-End 

Ticker/Price: CAG ($28.75) 
 

Analysis: 

ConAgra (CAG) with buyer of 3,000 January $29 calls today for $2.30 as some September $30 calls adjust and follows 

buyers of the December $29 and $32 calls recently. CAG has also seen September $24 put sales and has 3,800 January 

$28 calls and 2,900 January $30 calls in OI from earlier in the year. CAG shares are flagging on the weekly under $31 and 

looking to clear a downtrend above $29.50 in the near-term. Shares have a measured move up to $36 and filling the low-

volume gap from November and back to a big VPOC. The $14B company trades 12.25X earnings, 1.5X sales, and 48.5X 

cash with a 3% yield and high-single digit EPS growth next year and moving up to 11.5% in 2022. CAG sees 2% revenue 

growth. CAG is coming off a messy quarter with the divestiture of their Wesson Oil business, Canadian Del Monte 

business, and some facility sales making comps tough. They continue to see strength in grocery and snacks while 

integration of the Pinnacle deal remains on track. CAG is expected to continue their focus on higher-impact areas with a 

number of new product launches into the 2H including frozen meals where they see considerable opportunity. Analysts 

have an average target for shares of $35.75. Stifel positive on 6-28 expecting a marked improvement in the second half, 

particularly behind the Pinnacle business. BAML positive on 6-28 seeing recent headwinds as temporary and addressable 

by management as innovation and synergies still provide a strong upside draw. Short interest is 4.8% and up from around 

2.5% in early 2019. Hedge Fund ownership fell 18.25% last quarter. Jana Partners remains a top holder with 14.9M shares 

and adding 1.4M more in Q1, their largest position at 35% weighting. Clearfield, Alyeska, and Schonfeld Strategic all 

notable holders as well. Insiders have been active this year with a $668K open market buy from a Director on 7-2 at 
$26.73 while buyers earlier this year at $30 for more than $300K. In October, the CEO bought $500K in stock at $35.25.  

Hawk Vision:  

 
Hawk’s Perspective: CAG is not much of a growth name with the options positioning and JANA stake make 

it interesting.  I prefer to stick to the names operating better and shares a bit extended short-term. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


